The FREAKflex® Advantages:
❊ Extreme fine-coat coverage
❊ Excellent adhering water-based acrylics
❊ Superior color retention
❊ Primers are not required (Recommended with lighter colors)
❊ Easy to apply with airbrush or conventional applicators
❊ Adheres to most plastics, metals, resins and many other substrates

❊ Long shelf life (Lifetime warranty with unused, unopened bottles)
❊ Environmentally friendly, non-flammable and safe to use FREAKflex® is available in 1 oz (30ml) bottles. FREAKflex® paints were designed to bring out the best (or the worst!) in your fantasy models.
❊ Display racks are available to retailers.

If you’re not satisfied until every detail is perfect, let FREAKflex® bring your models to life. It's a superior hobby paint designed to help modelers achieve authentic, professional painting results with greater ease and proficiency. Water-based FREAKflex® is easy to apply with an airbrush or paint brush, and clean-up is fast and easy with MODELflex® cleaner. FREAKflex® paint dries in 12 to 15 minutes at room temperature (3 to 5 minutes if heat dried).

FREAKflex® PAINTS

IMAGINE Air™ UNIVERSAL PAINT FILM

The ideal color palette for sign painters, automotive, and motorcycle graphic artists. IMAGINE Air UNIVERSAL PAINT FILM offers a range of 60 appealing colors, including 10 candies. Can be easily applied to a wide variety of materials including metal, vinyl, and wood. Quick drying formula, fine coat coverage. Pre-reduced and ready to spray through an airbrush; can also be applied with a paint brush. Water-based acrylic, non-toxic, odorless. Cleans up with Badger’s airbrush cleaner. Available in 4 ounce plastic bottles.